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*This space for rent.*
EDITORIAL

This being the first issue of the ALCHEMIST under new management we feel that it is appropriate that we start off with a summary of our objectives. Basically, we hope to obtain the same things as our predecessors did. We feel that Mr. McGarry and Mr. Juhasz did a fine job with the ALCHEMIST and we hope that we can continue to keep the ALCHEMIST an entertaining newspaper. In the past Mr. McGarry and Mr. Juhasz have been sued, punched in the face, and tared and feathered. We hope that as successors to the throne we can uphold their achievements. We feel that the basic purpose of the ALCHEMIST is to provide an outlet for chemistry students to air their views. That is why at this time we formally invite anyone, professor, student or janitor, to submit articles to the ALCHEMIST. The only requisite is that you are able to compose an English sentence; you need not have to know how to spell as evidenced by previous editions. (Now is no time to break with tradition.) Therefore if anyone feels that he is being unjustly attacked by the ALCHEMIST he can take pen in hand and either write an article defending his position or take the pen in hand and stab the attacker. (The former although more harmful to one's reputation is a lot neater.) Enough of the serious writing, on to the humor.

CHEM ABSTRACTS

Did you guys notice all the nice looking ties around the building?...Jim Dillon offered to donate his suit coat for the dummies on the float. Don't bother taking the coat off Jim, just hop right on the old truck....Rumor has it that there is more than just paper and chicken wire in that still on the float...Why is Dr. Stanton mad at McGarry?...Since when do the ROTC boys wear boy scout hats? They'll be selling cookies next. Is it true that Dr. Szymanski wrote that 1964 article?...Is it true that Bernacki says that the juniors should not be cheated out of research next year?

CRYSTAL BALL

As a tribute to the seniors who in a few short weeks will leave these hallowed halls and dirty labs, we the editors of the ALCHEMIST would like to make a prediction as to the possible fame and fortune which they will have achieved ten years after graduation.

John Bernacki will have invented a new miracle sausage that looks and tastes like a jelly donut.

Ron Laski will still be sleeping.

Joe Kutckowski will have given up gas chromatography and will have talked up plumbing.

Bob McGarry will have been elected mayor of Brewster.

Arpad Juhasz will have led a band of rebels in several unsuccessful attacks on a Volkswagon.

Art Koch will have taken over Joe Browns and added a floor show.

Ken Pompi will have replaced Sigmund Freud as the father of psychology.

Dan Jackson will have become the music advisor to the Secretary of the Army.

Dave Manzo will have been hired by Caniusius to teach F-Chem.

Henry Drew will have been awarded Nobel Prize for proving that there is no such thing as AsO3.

Tony Murty will have been appointed chief film inspector at Eastman Kodak.

Frank Lauchert will have proven that being is not that whose act it is to be.

Joe Diliberto will have become a star in the newly formed National Zuwicki League.

Tom Beras will have been named president of the Beras Bach Beer Division of the Simon Pure Brewery.

Mike Golinski will have become general's aide to Gen. Esper.
Nozy Reporter

Now that another school year has passed, various people have been asked what they would want in order to make next year more bearable for them. Following are some of the more printable answers:

* Dr. Szymanski: "I.D., R.C., U.V., J.M.R., J.D., new p-chem teacher..."

* jelly donut

Dr. Annino: "Research..."

Dr. Erickson: "Students who know what research or factisimile thereof is..."

Dr. Stanton: "Fewer students in advanced p-chem class..."

John Burke: "Money, money, money, money."

J. Kolb: "Research for Dr. Szymanski..."

B. McKay: "Bear, girls, more philosophy, better buses..."

J. Lafortana: "More time for lab work, masuer ballet..."

A. Brakas: "Back to England..."

J. Dillen: "New cloths..."

F. Richards: "Sell Dillon a new suit..."

M. O'Mara: "Make good impression in class..."

R. Lasky: "3000 boxes of No-Dox..."

P. Andrus: "Research for Dr. Annino..."

A. Culliton: "Two subscriptions of the Times..."

Myke: "Goldfish, new job..."

J. Davis: "J. Davis..."

P. Laut: "20 story library (cloistered)"

Col. Greene: "Power, more students, bigger uniform..."

R. Dunn: "Huh?"

Sgt. Goldberg: "3#&***18%#"

last: "3 hour work week..."

SOPHOMORES:

Next year you will make the big time. However, it behooves these editors to warn you as to what to expect in the line of exams. This will be shown by reviewing a typical p-chem test given this year:

1) A goes to B
   A goes to C
   Prove that the concentration of A B C does not matter when deriving the perfect gas law.

2) Using the Clussius equation and any needed inorganic compounds, prove that Arrhonicis was insane when he devised his formula.

3) If A = benzene
   B = toluene
   Find the heat of formation of Z.

4) Where?

5) Is I.R. useful to the scientist?
   Check one: True False

6) The wind is blowing from the northeast, it is Thursday, and the moon is in the third quarter. What is the molecular weight of the compound on the last shelf in Burke's office?

7) Where's O'Mara?

ATTENTION SENIORS!!!
(or anyone else moronic enough to read this ad.) Are you looking for a brilliant future? Do you seek that special challenge? Do you wish to lead, take responsibility and make your marks?

If your answer to the above questions is an irrevocable no, why not consider a career as an officer in the U.S. Army. This distinguished organization offers you many advantages, among them: a twenty year paid vacation, 20 or 30 servants (in the army they are referred to as sergeants), 5 lbs. of gold foil to smarten up your uniform, personal golf course, swimming pool and bar.

So why not wise up! There are plenty of peons in the world to work; you be an army officer! Remember: All play and no work makes you fat, lazy and happy.
As you know from Philosophy, we are all contingent beings. Ah, this is a sad state of affairs but we must accept it. However do not despair! There is one thing you can do! If your Uncaused Caused should cease causing you would your family be well protected? John Neek thinks not and given a little time neither will you. So why wait? Call John, or still better let John call you. You're never home? That's fine, because John will call back and back and back.... Listen to these two happy clients:

Dan Jackson: "Great, fabulous... I wasn't home for seven weeks but John never gave up. Now I am the happy owner of 36 policies.

Mike Golinski: "Just swell... couldn't be happier... Under my new "Indian attacks and other common disasters" policy I can finally sleep nights."

Twice yearly our professors rate us; we think that it is only fair that we be allowed to evaluate our profs, at least once a year in writing. The author of this article, for obvious reasons remains anonymous.

Dr. Szymanski
basic coin flipping......F
advanced mark dangling......A

Dr. Stanton
adv. club moderating.......A
basic censorship;...............F

Fr. McCarthy
inter. seminar slumber....B

Dr. Erickson
adv. owne inhalation......A
basic chair rocking......B

DR. Annine
adv. grouchiness.......A

Seriously!!!
(stop laughing guys)

On June 11, 1963 the A.C.S., as its final gesture of the year will sponsor a dinner honoring Dr. Crowle, with Dr. Brady as guest speaker. All are invited to attend!!

where: Peace Bridge Motel
when: 6 P.M. (dinner served)
how much: $2.00
what: roast beef, we hope
who: Mike O'Mara for reservations.

Letters to the editor:

Dear Ed.,
Koch is a fink!
Mrs. Hagler

Ed.,
True! And we hope for your continued support next year.
What do you care, Stupe!

Thirty pieces of silver.

EDITORS

M.M. O'Mara
C.N. Richards

STAFF

Everybody in the Chemistry Dept.

*Ed. Note: You didn't think we were going
to take the rap for this alone?